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“What happened?” Levi asked.

Iris rubbed her temples. “Didn’t the big boss tell us to organize a one billion
charity program recently? We built the Hope Elementary School, Old Folk’s
Home and Orphanage. We funded many poor students too. Yet, after pumping in
our money and doing all this, someone else ended up taking all the credit.”

Levi was stunned.

How could such a thing happen?

Someone actually made an issue out of charity money?

He frowned. “Who did it? They sure have some nerve.”

“It was Triple Group! They organized that one billion charity gala two nights ago
and not a single cent came out of their own pockets. They took the money we
contributed for the charity program and made it theirs. All the charity certificates,
documents and processes ended up becoming theirs!”

Iris was utterly furious.

And so was Levi. “So we paid for the charity event but they get all the credit!?
And now everyone thinks that Triple Group is the one being charitable and that it
has nothing to do with us?”

“Exactly! Triple Group is getting so much positive feedback from it. All the
students and old people we’ve helped are sending them appreciation banners.
The school, orphanage and old folks’ home are now hanging posters on the wall,
thanking Triple Group for their kindness. Nobody knows that we’re the ones who



actually came up with the money! Most importantly, we asked the Charity
Association why this was happening, but they refused to acknowledge our
contributions. They said everything about the charity program was done by
Triple!”

The woman fumed in anger.

Bang!

Levi landed a fist on the wall.

Iris jumped in fright.

“This is unacceptable! They’re even trying to interfere with a charity program.
How shameless can they be?” Levi raged.

The fact that Triple Group could do all this had to be because everything was
agreed upon with the Charity Association.

“That’s not all. I know that Triple’s general manager’s been involved with a few
14-year-old girls! Urgh! How I want that scumbag gone!” Iris added.

A cold look flashed in Levi’s eyes. “Now that he’s pissed me off, I’m going to
make him pay.”

Iris glanced at the man’s stance.

Does he think he’s some boss?

“I’m about to personally head over to the Charity Association and find out what’s
going on.”

The more she thought about this, the more exasperated she felt.



“Okay. I’ll come with you,” Levi responded.

They soon arrived at the North Hampton Charity Association building.

“Hello, do you have an appointment?”

“Yes. It’s under Iris Anabelle of Morris Group.”

Aware of Iris’ status, the Charity Association assigned a high-ranking director,
Jon Harvey, to attend to her.

“Hello, Ms. Anabelle. How may I help you?” Jon asked with a smile.

Iris got straight to the point. “I’m here for just one thing today, and that is to look
into the donations made by Morris Group for the charity program!”

“Oh? Has Morris Group contributed to the program recently?” Jon asked,
perplexed.

Levi chuckled.

They’re all playing dumb.

Iris suppressed her anger and remarked coldly, “Morris Group has made a
one-billion contribution to your association eight days ago. How could you, as a
director, not know about this?”

Jon Harvey merely smiled. “Sorry about that, Ms. Anabelle. I’ve been abroad for
a while so I really have no idea about this. Give me a moment to look into this
matter.”


